
  
  

    
      
          

 

  

   

Diode laser, highly stabilised

      

ZQ

  

 Features:

Highly stabilised diode laser for precision measurements
      (wavelength stability better than 0,3nm) 

Temperature and power adjustment via separate controller 
Very good coaxiality beam to housing 
Customized point and line raster glass DOEs 
Coupling into multi mode fiber 
Diodes: 375-980nm, power up to 5000mW

      (depending on diode availability)

 Techn. Drawing:
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 Specifications:

 

Output Power/Wavelength up to 5000mW / 375 -980nm

Housing/IP class black anodized aluminium, cromed brass head, IP 64

Operating temperature 0°C to +40°C (32 F to 104 F)

Supply voltage 5 VDC

Electrical connector 9-Pin, Sub-D, male

Controlling temperature controlling via external Controller-Box

 Electronics

Laser driver APC with current limiter, active temperature control

Supply supply with high noise immunity 

(overvoltage cat. III, burst and surge resistance level 4)

Modulation on request

Intensity control on request

Available optics Powell lens / 

elliptical or circular dot / 

dot and line raster lense with various fan angles / 

fiber coupling / 

�tailor-made� optics upon customer�s request

Dot and Line matrices

Projection Fan Angle Wavelenght Order Code

Cross 30° x 30° @ 650 nm - x30

Circle 11° x 11° @ 650 nm - c11

Scope Circle 5°, Cross 10° @ 650 nm - xc10

5 Lines 3,5° over all lines 4° along line length @ 650 nm - 5l

11 Lines 30° x 30° @ 650 nm - 11l

25+1 Lines 11,4 x 11,4° @ 650 nm - 25+1l

9 x 9 Square Square grid 40° x 40° @ 650 nm - 9x9q

17 x 17 dots 15° x 15° @ 650 nm - 17x17p
Customer specific Optics and DOEs on request
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